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1
Proposed Solutions for the

Infrastructure of the Internet
of Things

1.1. New Challenges in the Internet of Things

In 2015, the Internet of Things (IoT) received much attention. While the term roots back
to 1991 (presented in section 2.1) IoT has become one of the most often discussed and
most promising topics in the IT industry. For instance, Gartner - a major IT research firm
specialized on market analysis - put IoT on the peak position of 37 emerging computing
technologies in a recently published report [5]. Some say that the IoT is the next industrial
revolution.1

The concept of IoT denotes an infrastructure that allows many devices to communicate
with one another. Moreover, the IoT focuses on transforming tiny devices into computing
objects, which are then called IoT devices. Doing so, a tooth brush, a coffee machine, or
air quality sensors in commercial buildings provide capabilities to retrieve and distribute
information. As a result, information technology becomes pervasive: both in private life
and in enterprises.

1See https://dzone.com/articles/the-internet-of-things-revolution-a-futuretalk-wit (accessed on 2015-
Sept-25)
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The number of IoT devices is already high. Several companies and research institutions
have published numbers on present and forecasted future use of IoT devices. One recent
study published in July of 2015 estimated the number of connected devices at 13.4 billion,
which is nearly twice the entire human population.2 Despite differing forecasts, the esti-
mated number of devices in 2020 ranges from 26 to 200 billion, greatly exceeding present
day numbers.3 4 5 6 These 200 billion devices divided by every of the 7 billion humans on
earth is equal to around 28 devices per person. Assuming a majority of the people able to
buy such devices live in developed countries, the average number of devices in developed
countries is expected to be much higher.

Despite the popularity of IoT, critics have emerged and spoken against IoT. Its ubiquity
in private life offers the opportunity to gather more data about people’s lives than is
already done today. Across enterprises harvesting such data, security leaks are expected
to arise more often. The IoT’s pervasiveness in an enterprise might simplify industrial
espionage, due to the plethora of information retrieved by IoT devices. Thus, it is required
to emphasize solutions that are capable of minimizing the risk this incurs.

An IoT infrastructure requires a different design than today’s Internet infrastructure.
The central issue is related to security: How can we isolate software on an IoT device
from its environment in order to restrict its access to information it should not handle?
Furthermore, how can devices be updated in a secure way? Applications frequently need
security updates in order to fix loopholes and software issues. This is especially important
to IoT applications on devices that are permanently connected to the Internet. The
process of updating an application sometimes requires the user to completely reinstall
the application. The question arises: how can applications be installed and updated
in a secure way? Maintaining a fleet of IoT devices needs to be done automatically to
gain a high level of efficiency. How can this be achieved? Next, how can we deal with
configurations that are initialized when an application is deployed? How can applications
be securely reconfigured? Finally, an important issue is limited availability of resources of
IoT devices because many of them are equipped with little computing capabilities. Thus,

2See http://www.juniperresearch.com/press/press-releases/iot-connected-devices-to-triple-to-38-bn-by-
2020 (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)

3See http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/infographics/guide-to-iot.html (ac-
cessed on 2015-Sept-10)

4See http://www.cisco.com/web/solutions/trends/iot/portfolio.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
5See https://www.abiresearch.com/press/more-than-30-billion-devices-will-wirelessly-conne/ (accessed
on 2015-Sept-10)

6See http://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-
software/internet-of-things-facts-and-forecasts.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
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solutions need to be applicable for these resource-poor devices as well.

Potential solutions need to address IoT’s architecture by design instead of a feature built
on top. Doing so will further minimize risks because problems are already addressed
in the IoT’s core functions. For instance, a core function could be the isolation of any
application running on IoT devices. This limits the application to accessing only the
information it is told to deal with. By isolating an application running on an IoT device,
it cannot cause further problems due to its isolated environment and access restrictions.

This work focuses on the design of application deployment in an IoT infrastructure in
order to offer solutions to solve the aforementioned issues. Potential solutions will be
evaluated. The objective is to identify an optimal way to distribute, deploy and integrate
applications into IoT’s infrastructure. Thereby, any evaluation will be performed against
requirements of the IoT in order to retain results that make this work useful in practice.

The research evaluates container technology as a promising solution for the deployment of
IoT applications. Container technology offers multiple features that address the presented
challenges, including: isolation of applications from their surrounding area, resource re-
strictions against applications, and a standardized method to package, distribute, and
deploy applications onto devices.

1.2. Overview of Related Research Contributions

Any new investigation should consider research that has been conducted and provide an
overview of relevant work about the IoT. Many major international research organizations
and companies in the sector of information technology are involved in this research area.
Research that contributed to this thesis will be presented in the following.

A working group of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has been
established to define an architectural framework that covers architectural needs of the
various IoT application domains. It focuses on developing standards to unify different
efforts in the field of IoT.7 For this work, reported discussions from meetings provided
helpful inspirations to identify the most important challenges of the IoT.

The Joint Coordination Activity on Internet of Things (JCA-IoT) is a working group of the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a specialized agency for information and

7See http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/2413/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
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communication technologies of the United Nations. Contributions of this working group
form the conceptual foundation for many scientific papers and projects in the field of IoT.
Research results on general concepts in the IoT, high-level requirements and a reference
model were published in 2012. This thesis will use these concepts as a foundation in
chapter 2.8

The organisation oneM2M is one of the leading standardization bodies for the IoT and
coordinates IoT related businesses in order to define technical specifications.9 Detailed
specifications have resulted from this organization’s working groups. For this work, spec-
ifications on a more abstract level were required, and have been taken from multiple
sources, such as the ITU.

OASIS is a consortium that drives the adoption of open standards.10 Concepts of OASIS
are as well too specific in order to use them in this work.

The European Union funded several research projects to support IoT technologies between
2007 and 2013.11 Many results of the research projects do not seem to have been further
developed, nor have they been implemented in products. From this, it is assumed that the
projects do not have further relevance. However, amongst these, Project IoT-A received
a lot of attention. Project IoT-A utilized an architectural reference, which can be used
as foundation for any implementation of an IoT product.12 The research outcomes are at
great detail again and might be useful for further investigations.

In addition to public research institutions, several industrial cooperations have formed to
coordinate in research about IoT. Many have only published their studies’ results to their
members despite the importance of knowing about these mighty standardization lobbies
next to public standardization institutions. Most of them attempt to establish their
own specifications of IoT. A few to mention are ALLSEEN ALLIANCE, which gathers
170 companies including Microsoft, Cisco and Qualcomm13, OPEN INTERCONNECT
CONSORTIUM, which is formed by General Electric, Intel, Cisco, Samsung and more
than 50 other members14, and the THREAD GROUP, which consists of Google, ARM,
Qualcomm, Samsung and over 50 more members15.

8See http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/jca/iot/Pages/default.aspx (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
9See http://onem2m.org/about-onem2m/why-onem2m (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)

10See https://www.oasis-open.org/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
11See http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/home_en.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
12See http://www.iot-a.eu/public/introduction/missioncollage (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
13See https://allseenalliance.org/about/why-allseen (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
14See http://openinterconnect.org/about/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
15See http://threadgroup.org (accessed on 2015-Sept-10)
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In addition to these consortia, a number of single companies receive a lot of attention due
to their innovative IoT products. A well-known example is Google Nest16.

As it has been shown, major international organizations conduct intensive research in
the field of IoT. Their investigations on IoT started around 2005 - 2007 according to
timestamps of projects and working groups. However, it still seems that the level of
standardization for IoT infrastructures is low, even though the diversity of technologies
proposed by different entities is high. Smaller sets of standards have not been promoted
by a reasonable percentage of major organizations. A high level of standardization is
mandatory in order to distribute new technology to the mass market. Therefore this issue
will be addressed in this thesis.

1.3. Procedure Model and Structure of this Thesis

The objective of this thesis is to identify challenges induced by the IoT that are differ-
ent from contemporary, common IT infrastructures. Based on these results, container
technology as a potential solution is evaluated, which can deal with the majority of new
challenges. The proposed solution will be implemented in a test environment.

The procedure model this work follows can be described as a stepwise identification, eval-
uation, and implementation. First, basic concepts of the IoT will be presented to describe
common terminology to the reader. Next, central requirements in an IoT infrastructure
will be identified, including those for hardware and software. Also, a concept to reach
a high level of standardization will be established, which together with container tech-
nology will simplify deployment of any application on almost any IoT device that can
run container technology. In subsequent chapters, different container technologies will be
compared in order to select one that is most suitable for an IoT infrastructure.

In the final chapter, the results of all preceding chapters will be used to build an IoT
infrastructure in a test environment using container technology.

16See https://nest.com/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-08)
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2
Foundations of the Internet of

Things
This chapter provides basic concepts for evaluations given in the subsequent chapters.
Upon defining the IoT, the requirements of IoT software and hardware will be discussed.
These requirements form the basis for the selection of software and hardware that will be
used in the constructive part of this thesis.

2.1. Disambiguation of the Terminology

First, it is important to disambiguate the terminology to be used in this work. Commonly
used terms in this research field are ubiquitous computing, Smart/Intelligent devices and
IoT.

Ubiquitous computing is the oldest term amongst these, first defined by M. Weiser in
1991 as “specialized elements of hardware and software connected by wires, radio waves
and infrared“ [6, p. 1]. Further, he states: “Technology becomes more embedded and
invisible, it calms our lives by removing the annoyances [...] They weave themselves into
the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” [6, p. 1]. Thus, Weiser
points out the omnipresence of technology, which supports human activities in a way
that becomes invisible to the user. At present (24 years later) the term has been ad-
vanced by information technology that is available today. As presented in section 3.3, the
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term now includes topics such as modern network infrastructures, today’s communication
technology, as well as security and privacy implications.

Smart or intelligent devices are computing entities in a ubiquitous computing network.
They are called smart or intelligent because they can perform actions based on artificial
intelligence. An example of a smart device is a robot that can perform certain actions
without a human to induce these actions.

The term IoT was defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) – a
major institution that enforces global technological standards – as, “a global infrastructure
[...] enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on
existing and evolving interoperable information and communication technologies” [1, p.
1]. The relation to M. Weiser’s definition is obvious- both definitions include a network of
omnipresent entities that communicate with each other. ITU extends Weiser’s definition
by introducing the Internet as a core entity, which he did not mention in his article. His
perspective was limited to a local area network instead of a wider area network such as the
Internet. Furthermore, Weiser focuses on the invisibility of connected objects, whereas
ITU’s definition lacks the concept of invisibility. Thus, IoT includes the basic concepts
of ubiquitous computing, but focuses on the global interconnection of its entities, which
are called things.

Because the objective of this work is to evaluate a network of things, ITU’s definition of
the IoT will be used to identify the related research area.

2.2. Architecture and Information Flow in the Internet of

Things

Important objects in the architecture of the IoT are things. According to ITU, things are
characterized as “objects of the physical world (physical things) or of the information world
(virtual world), which are capable of being identified and integrated into communication
networks” [1, p. 3]. This relationship between the information world and the physical
world is visualized in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1.: Relationship between the Information World and the Physical World in IoT [1, p.
3]

Figure 2.1 illustrates how virtual information from the information world is mapped to a
physical thing. For instance, temperature of virtual information is physically represented
as a particluar state of gases that form air. This state exists physically and can be mea-
sured. Therefore, this is a physical thing. A device with appropriate metering capabilities
can quantify virtual information and thereby transform it to a physical thing.

A device, in this respect, is “a piece of equipment with the mandatory capabilities of
communication and optional capabilities of sensing, actuation, data capture, data storage
and data processing” [1, p. 3].

Devices are connected by communication networks, which assure data can be exchanged
amongst devices.

As an entity of communication networks, Figure 2.1 also introduces the concept of gate-
ways as entities of communication networks. A gateway can be defined as an agent be-
tween two different networks. Similar to the Internet, which consists of billions of smaller
networks, networks in the IoT are separated from one another. This requires gateways
to ensure that information is routed from source to destination through the appropriate
networks.

In figure 2.1, gateways are used to distinguish between different types of communication:
communication via gateway, without gateway, and direct communication. In the first
case, two devices communicate via gateway because the information exchange needs to be
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routed between different networks. When communicating without a gateway, the sending
and receiving devices are located in the same network.

Generally, the devices may communicate using wired or wireless communication technolo-
gies [1, p. 4 f.].

Physical things, as mentioned in Figure 2.1, are the most generic type of devices. “Physical
things exist in the physical world and are capable of being sensed, actuated and connected.
Examples of physical things include the surrounding environment, industrial robots, goods
and electrical equipment” [1, p. 3].

Based on this concept of IoT’s general architecture, different types of devices in the IoT
will be discussed next. ITU distinguishes between different types of devices (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2.: Types of Devices in IoT [1, p. 4]

The sensing and actuating device “may detect or measure information related to the
surrounding environment and convert it into digital electronic signals” [1, p. 5]. An
example for this type of devices is a temperature metering device. Sensing and actuating
devices “may also convert digital electronic signals from the information networks into
operations” [1, p. 5]. Thus, these devices can send and receive data, as well as react to
it. An example is a temperature sensor with the capability to control an air-conditioning
system according to data that it collects from measurements.

A second type of device – the data-capturing device – is a “reader/writer device with the
capability to interact with physical things” [1, p. 4]. However, data-capturing devices
communicate with physical things indirectly through devices called data carrying devices
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or data carrier. Both are attached to physical things, but differ in the way the physical
information they represent can be changed or left alone. In the case of a data carrier,
data can not be changed. For instance, a bottle’s barcode sticker scanned by a scanner on
a conveyor belt is a data carrier, which is retrieved by the scanner as the data capturing
device. In the case of data carrying devices, the data of the physical thing can be changed.
In the example of the bottle, a tiny memory chip may replace the barcode. The memory
chip is a data carrying device containing data that can be changed by the scanner. For
example, the scanner, can measure if the bottle is full or empty and store the bottle’s fill
level on the memory chip [1, cf. p. 4].

The third type of device is the general device, which “has embedded processing and
communication capabilities [such as] industrial machines, home electrical appliances and
phones” [1, p. 4]. General devices are responsible for (pre-)processing retrieved data
from data capture devices, and/or act as gateway and transfer data via communication
networks to other computing units. Other computing units might include a cluster of
several computers with the capability to analyze and store large scale data.

The definitions of data capture devices and general devices differ by their capabilities.
The general device has the potential for more communication and resources that enable
resource-intense tasks such as data processing. However, no difference clearly distinguishes
different fundamental types of devices. Therefore, general and data capture devices will
be handled as a single type. The data carrying device differs from the data carrier only
in its ability to change stored information. Both are attached to physical things and
communicate similarly with data capturing devices. Therefore, in the following, these
two will also be handled as one type of device.

The definitions, assumptions, and relationship between the information world and the
physical world (Figure 2.2) can be used to derive a generic information flow of the IoT:
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Figure 2.3.: Information Flow Diagram in the IoT

Figure 2.3 shows that the interaction between devices and physical things can generally
be classified into two categories. First, the physical thing is directly attached to a data
carrier respectively data carrying device (e.g. bottle barcode), or second, the physical
thing is not directly attached to a device (e.g. metering temperature).

As indicated by the edges, the information flow is bidirectional between some entities,
which is the result of the capability of physical things to control based on data they have
recorded (e.g. from the wider communication networks).

Thus, starting in the information world, the generic information flow in the IoT can be
sequentially separated in three main steps:

• Identification, digitalization, and control of information of the information world.
Conversely, information in the information world can be changed respectively con-
trolled by physical entities.

• Capturing and storing information as data as well as receiving data from wider
communication networks.

• (Pre-)Processing and distributing respectively receiving data via communication
networks.

An example is the information flow of a device measuring temperature, also called a sensor.
In the information world, temperature exists in the form of virtual information. In the first
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phase, this information is captured, transformed into a machine-readable format (data)
and temporarily stored on the sensor device. In doing so, the temperature that used to
be virtual information becomes a physical thing, in that the physically metered energy
of atoms in the air are stored on the device instead of existing virtually as information.
Next, the sensor transfers the stored temperature data to a data capture device, which
can handle larger amounts of data from several sensors. Next, the data capture device
preprocesses the temperature data, conducting statistical analysis in order to delete the
data sets that are not realistic. Finally, the data is sent to wider communication networks
where a recipient device presents the temperature data and visualizes it as diagrams to a
user.

Thus far, basic characteristics of the IoT have been presented. In the next chapter,
emerging implications induced by characteristics for software and hardware in the IoT
are to be discussed.
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3
IoT’s Requirements for the
Selection of Hardware and

Software
The flow of information in the IoT presented in section 2.2 implies requirements for
hardware and software, which differ from requirements of IT infrastructures of today.
These requirements are identified in this chapter, which are then used as the basis for
selecting hardware and software to build the test environment in the final chapter. This
procedure assures that this test environment is constructed in a way that it is close to a
real implementation of the test environment.

3.1. IoT’s Hardware Requirements

In the following, the wider communication network as part of the IoT will not be focused
on. Instead, local communication networks such as sensor networks are in the center of
this work. In doing so, hardware requirements of devices used in the IoT predominantly
arise from their tiny size, a high number of connected devices, and their distributed
locations.

The first important aspect is energy efficiency. “In many cases, the sensing nodes are
battery-operated satellite nodes, so a low-power spec is a basic requirement. Integrated
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circuit designers have many ways to reduce power consumption” [7, p. 9)]. An integrated
circuit (IC), also called processor or microchip, conducts the computing tasks of a device,
making it the core of computing devices and of the IoT when they are energy-efficient.
In general, hardware with energy-efficient ICs are referred to as embedded systems (ES).
“An embedded system is designed to perform a dedicated function [...], [and is] limited
in hardware and/or software functionality” [8, p. 3]. Limited functionality reduces com-
plexity and therefore, computational effort and power consumption. Due to their limited
functionality, ES generally are small. This is useful for IoT when attaching computing
units onto very small objects (e.g. toothbrushes). Since ES support a high level of energy-
efficiency and can be constructed at small sizes, ES is the optimal hardware type for IoT
devices.

Further, architecture types of ICs can be distinguished into three major architecture types,
commonly called x86, x64 and ARM. Today, most computers run on ICs with x86 or x64
architectures, whereas ARM architecture is fundamentally different due to the reduced
size of their instruction set. An instruction set is the amount of features the IC provides
for computing tasks. A reduced instruction set simplifies the overall architecture of an IC
resulting in lower power consumption [9]. The production of these simpler ICs also costs
less [10]. Even more effective for achieving a low power consumption is the engineering
design, which for some ARM based ICs is especially optimized for low power consumption
[9].

These characteristics are especially useful in the IoT because a devices require few com-
puting capabilties, and when battery-powered, profit from low power consumption.

In order to minimize power consumption, developers of the ARM architecture created
the IC to include different cores. Cores are the components within an IC that process
computational tasks. Today, many ICs include several cores in order to distribute com-
putational tasks to multiple cores, providing faster results. In x86 or x64 architectures,
the cores within a IC are required to have identical designs, whereas ARM architecture
allows the cores to have different computing power. In case of a dual core, one can be
powerful with a second, weaker core to be used for basic computational tasks. When a
device has few computing tasks, it only uses the weaker core and consumes a minimal
amount of energy. When more complex computational tasks are required, the second core
can be used if needed, cf. [11].

This heterogeneity of IC’s cores is not possible in x86 or x64 architectures. This shows
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that ARM architecture ships energy-efficient features by design, which effectively reduce
power consumption. Still, some ICs of x86 or x64, such as the Intel Atom IC family,
provide energy-efficiency as a feature, albeit less effective.

Different designs of the three major architectures are reflected by their developers’ strat-
egy. Whereas developers of the x86 or x64 architecture aim at providing generic purpose
ICs, ARM’s developers intend to build ICs that are specialized to their application do-
main. In addition ARM explicitly strives for ICs that enable a “more energy-efficient and
connected world” [12].

Moreover, in order to reach a critical mass adapting IoT, low cost products such as ES
are viable. “As with any other market, mass adoption will not take place until a certain
price point for the solutions is reached” [7, p. 9].

From an economic point of view, the market of ES has increased during the past few
years. However, a broader diversity of hardware is needed to support the full range of
application domains of the IoT [7, p. 9]. A domain that has already started adapting IoT
is health care for instance. Patients who wear a heart monitor do not require to regularly
check with their doctor within certain time frames. Instead, data from sensors attached
to the monitor are sent to the doctor, insurance company and hospital. In doing so, an
ambulance is automatically called in case the sensor measures the heart beat stopping.
Also, appointments to check with the doctor are proposed according to the data measured
by the sensor, cf. [13].

3.2. Hardware Selection for the Test Environment

The selected hardware should meet the requirements presented in section 3.1, enabling
embedded devices to be used as hardware platforms. Since embedded devices are spec-
ified for a special purpose, a generic, programmable, embedded device is required for
developmental purposes of this thesis. These kinds of devices are generally referred to as
development boards or a single board computer (SBC) used to develop embedded software
on the target platform. Out of available SBCs, the most popular one is chosen for the
test environment.

To identify the most popular SBC, the most significant surveys will be analyzed. A
comprehensive survey was conducted by the Linux Foundation in 2015 [2]. This survey
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covered 53 different SBCs and included 1,700 respondents. During the survey, respondents
were asked to choose three SBCs out of 53, in descending order of the respondent’s
popularity. The respondents favorite SBC was worth three points, the second choice two,
and the third choice one. The total points given to each SBC were then compared.

Results show that the Pi 2 Model B is significantly more popular than other SBCs:

Figure 3.1.: Popularity of SBCs, Results of Survey Conducted by Linux Foundation [2]

Raspberry Pi 2 Model B led the second place BeagleBone Black by a score of 2,455 points
to 1,598. The single-core Raspberry Pi Model B+ came in third with 784 points. SBCs
of fourth place and lower scored less than 400.

The survey was conducted again in 2014 showing similar results: Raspberry Pi Model of
that time was the first choice of respondents [14].

As of May 2015, the developer stated that over 1 million Raspberry Pi 2 Model B had been
sold [15, 16]. According to the survey the second most popular SBC was the Beaglebone
Black, with sales numbering 253,213 as of June 2015 [17]. The SBC on the third rank,
Raspberry Pi Model B+, has no published sales numbers available by the developer. In
February 2015 it was published that 4.5 million units of all versions of the Raspberry
Pi have sold [18]. It can be assumed that Model B+ represents a high percentage of
these sales because it led the survey of the Linux Foundation in 2014 as the most popular
SBC.
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Also, Raspberry Pis are based on ARM architecture, which has been evaluated in 3.1 as
an appropriate architecture of ICs for IoT devices.

Based on its significant popularity, sales, appropriate architecture, the Raspberry Pi 2
Model B is chosen as hardware platform for the test environment. In the following,
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B will be abbreviated as RPI.

3.3. IoT’s Software Requirements

Interconnectivity between devices in the communication network is a precondition, as
the ITU states [1, p. 4]. In order to fulfill the requirement for interconnecting devices,
supporting standards for interoperability are important [1]. Standards for interconnecting
devices are central for addressing the heterogeneity of devices equipped with differing soft-
ware as well as hardware [1]. “The creation of standards enables the use of interoperable
technologies across different suppliers, industries and countries” [19, p. 76]. In software,
heterogeneity can be addressed by software’s support for several different platforms, on
which the software can run on top. Since a high number of IoT devices are expected, it
can be assumed that the importance of creating standards will increase [19]. In 2013, the
low level of standardization in IoT led Bassi et al. to state that current island solutions
that deploy more of an intranet than an Internet of things. International collaboration
is important to create standards on a global level, given that widespread adoption of
technologies suffers from a lack of standards [19, p. 79].

Standards in interoperability comprise the standards for network interconnectivity and
software interaction, which is referred to as middleware. Middleware is a software layer
between the OS and applications on a device that offers standardized interfaces towards
the application as well as towards the OS of IoT devices to support interaction between
them. “A lot of middleware software is needed to enable this interaction to happen re-
liably. [...] The wide variety of potential IoT applications needs a software development
environment that ties together the applications, the command, control and routing pro-
cessing and the security of the node and system.” [7, p. 9]. This issue will be addressed
by using container technologies, which function as standardized middleware.

Next, a high level of security is a central requirement for software in the IoT. “In the
IoT, every ’thing’ is connected, which results in significant security threats towards con-
fidentiality, authenticity and integrity of both data and services” [1, p. 6]. “The more
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complex and pervasive technological systems become, the more vulnerable they will be
to abuse. Thus, in order to convince users to participate in the Internet of Things, ef-
fective mechanisms for and data protection must be put into place” [19, p. 81]. Security
threats arise when an IoT application needs to be updated. While there is technology that
supports updating nodes within a network, these technologies lack encryption layers and
therefore might not prevent malicious software installations [20, p. 12]. Security is also
an important requirement for machines that compute data from sensor networks, offer
shared storage to different customers, and implement appropriate security policies. All in
all, a high level of trust and security are necessary for the IoT technology to be adopted
by a critical mass. “Without sureness that safety of private information is assured and
adequate security is provided, users will be unwilling to adopt this new technology that
invisibly integrates into their environment and life” [21, p. 1].

Independent of the IoT domain, any software used should be Free and Libre Open Source
Software (FLOSS). FLOSS is particularly unique in its publicly available source code,
which is the recipe of an application. An application could be considered food that
has been cooked based on the recipe, i.e. the source code. In contrary to proprietary
software, FLOSS can be studied and evaluated. This is especially important for the IoT
where any application needs a thorough security evaluation. Proprietary software cannot
be evaluated due to the fact that the source code is available only to the application’s
developers. FLOSS has a number of further advantages in that it can be changed if
needed, is free of charge, and supports building communities. Since these advantages play
only a minor role in this thesis, they will not be discussed further.

Another requirement independent of the IoT domain is safety. Contrary to security,
which aims at protecting against external threats, safety aims to protect against internal
threads. For instance, from the perspective of a device, a safety thread is caused by
an application when it overuses resources such as the computing power of the device.
Overusing resources for a certain amount of time might harm the device and bring it into
an unstable state. Under certain conditions, safety threads might even bring a device
completely down. Therefore, additional potential issues from an inner source need to be
dealt with.

Also related to security is the field of privacy protection, which is a central requirement
in the IoT. Objectives of privacy protection are not easy to define, since it “incorporates
multiple perspectives (legal, technical, sociological) and is culturally, politically and his-
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torically "bounded" ” [19, p. 79]. Thus, establishing concepts for privacy protection on a
global level will have its limits due to different perspectives on privacy amongst individ-
uals. However, a minimal agreement on privacy protection is necessary to gain a critical
mass for the IoT. “Solutions and design proposals for the future of the IoT should contain
elements addressing each of the facets of privacy to ensure the fullest possible protection
of privacy” [19, p. 79]. Stil

Due to the high number of IoT devices that are expected to come, capabilities offering
scalability of IoT infrastructures have grown in importance. “The number of devices that
need to be managed and that communicate with each other will be at least an order of
magnitude larger than the devices connected to the current Internet” [19]. Therefore, it
is crucial to be able to deploy a fleet of devices in a fast and simple way. For instance,
applications need to be easily deployable on several hundred devices in parallel.

Manageability is an additional important requirement in the IoT. “Critical will be the man-
agement of the data generated and their interpretation for application purposes. This re-
lates to semantics of data, as well as efficient data handling” [19]. ITU expects a paradigm
shift in communication because “communication triggered by humans will noticeably shift
towards device-triggered communication [19]. This implies that “IoT applications usu-
ally work automatically without human participation, but their whole operation process
should be manageable by the relevant parties” [19].

The large number of devices requires a high level of automation, including “self-management,
self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting techniques” [19] in net-
works as well as for applications. These techniques can be applied in networks (will be
presented in sec:selectionSoft) and for the deployment of applications using automation
features offered by container technology.

Furthermore, every device needs to carry an identifier to provide identification of other
operating devices. IoT devices are loosely coupled entities in networks, some devices are
even frequently changing locations and require the ability to be traced back to the owner
in case of, e.g., legal infringements. An identifier also helps to establish communication
connections [19]. Investigations of this requirement will not be covered further in this
work. Even though it is an important requirement, in practice it will probably not be
addressed by the means of infrastructures, which this thesis concentrates on. It is assumed
that borders between IT infrastructures in the IoT are seamless enough to render devices
indistinguishable. This requirement needs to be addressed by other means.
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Further requirements that arise related to IoT are less important than the ones listed thus
far. These include issues in cloud computers as a connected fleet of powerful computers,
where data processing from sensor networks takes place. The process of data mining,
which includes the analysis and visualization of data are interesting fields that need to be
evaluated as well, but exceed the scope of this thesis [20]. Further, capabilities that assure
a minimal throughput of important data in a network are important to create reliable
services [7, 20]. Evaluating this topic also exceeds the scope of this thesis.

3.4. Software Selection for the Test Environment

Based on the requirements given above, the appropriate software will be selected. In
general, the software, which is needed can be differentiated into four categories:

• an operating system (OS) for devices

• software to establish a distributed network

• middleware on every device to be deployed between the OS software and the IoT
application

• IoT applications that offer services on devices

The relationship between these software categories can be illustrated in a hierarchical
order as presented in the following figure:

IoT application

Middleware

Network software

OS
Table 3.1.: Hierarchical Visualization of Software Layers on an IoT Device, cf. [1]

As OS, Linux is to be selected, because it is commonly used, especially in the field of
embedded systems. It offers support for a broad range of devices, and it is FLOSS.
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Microsoft Windows, which is a popular OS next to Linux, recently began supporting the
ARM architecture.1 However, it does not meet the open source selection criteria (stated
in section 3.3). Furthermore, a test conducted with Windows 10 IoT Core a Raspberry
Pi showed it is not yet ready for IoT. The boot up time took between four and five
minutes, and login with the remote PowerShell up to 30 seconds. In addition, return
values of commands in the command line interface sometimes took several seconds to
show up. Microsoft itself lists a lot of known bugs in its release notes.2 In contrast,
Linux offers production ready support for ES and is therefore the preferred OS for the
test environment.

In order to establish connections between all containers, a network software is required
on top of the Linux OS (addresses interconnectivity). Without this network software,
containers set up on two devices can not see each other in the network (he technical
reasons will be presented in section 5.1.1). Also, this network software will be used
to control network traffic. For instance, networks can be separated such that network
entities are isolated against one another.3 In doing so, a container can only communicate
with other containers it is intended to do so. This addresses security as a central IoT
requirement.

These capabilities of network isolation are commonly supported by managed network
switches, which are pieces of hardware that are connected to all devices in a network. For
instance a router, which establishes the Internet connection from homes, contains a simple
switch that computers can plug into in order to connect to the Internet. In contrast to a
simple switches, managed switches offer features on top, such as isolation of networks as
described above.

Managed switches as physical devices are not appropriate for IoT, because they do not
allow to (re-)configure the network at a high level of automation and flexibility. When
using software to provide network isolation virtually, the configuration can be automated
and changed without rewiring cables on physical switches. These capabilities address the
central requirement of manageability. Further, managed switches are expensive and often
powered by closed source software4, which does not meet IoT’s requirements.

1See http://ms-iot.github.io/content/en-US/win10/ReleaseNotes.htm (accessed on 2015-Sept-12)
2See http://ms-iot.github.io/content/en-US/win10/ReleaseNotes.htm (accessed on 2015-Sept-12)
3For instance, demilitarized zones (DMZ) can be created by controlling the flow of network packets.
4For instance, the software running on the widely used switches by CISCO, an IT company specialized
on networking, is closed source.
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This concept of defining network configurations by software is generally called Software
Defined Networking. As SDN software for the test environment, Open vSwitch (OVS) is
chosen. It is FLOSS, production ready, natively supported by Linux, and offers extraor-
dinary network throughput performance5. In order to use OVS, it is necessary to install
it on every device in the test environment.

On top of the network software OVS, appropriate middleware will be used. Because the
evaluation of container technology as a middleware for IoT is a focus of this thesis, the
selection of an appropriate container technology will be given separately in the following
chapter.

In order to illustrate how applications can be deployed with container technology and how
they interact in an SDN powered IoT infrastructure, the following software will be used
as IoT applications on top of the stack:

• Node-RED, a typical IoT application, which supports defining workflows of data
from different inputs, such as sensors

• Nginx, a lightweight webserver, which provides capabilities to visualize data, such
as graphs of temperatures

• A mySQL database, which is required by several applications to store data

Thus far, a set of hardware and software has been selected, leaving only the middleware
to be used. This selection will be given in the following chapter.

5A performance comparison has been conducted by Dave Tucker in this discussion:
https://github.com/docker/docker/issues/8951 (accessed on 2015-Sept-12)
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4
Foundations, Comparison and
Selection of Linux Container

Technology

As discussed in section 3.3, using middleware offers several advantages in IoT. As it will be
shown in this chapter, LCT addresses several central requirements in the fields of security,
standardization, manageability, scalability and automation.

Container technology will be evaluated as middleware. From this point onward, container
technology is to be discussed in the environment of the Linux OS, which has been evaluated
in section 3.4 as the most appropriate platform for the IoT. As we will see in chapter 5.2,
Microsoft recently began support for container technology in Windows. However, it is
hardly ready compared to Linux, discussed further in section 4.3. In order to emphasize
container technology will only be discussed in the context of a Linux environment, the
term Linux Container Technology (LCT) will be used in the remainder of the thesis.

LCT’s features are based on virtualization technology in order to provide additional fea-
tures crucial to LCT’s usage in the IoT. Thus, basic concepts of virtualization will be
presented first followed by concepts that are added by LCT on top. Finally, available
implementations of LCT will be compared to each other in order to select the most ap-
propriate one for the test environment.
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4.1. Foundations of LCT as Virtualization Technology

For clarity, we will now differentiate between important terminologies used in the follow-
ing discussion of middleware, virtualization technology, and LCT. Middleware has been
defined in chapter 3 as software between an OS and applications, presented in table 3.1.
Both virtualization technology and LCT are types of middleware. A terminology tree
visualizes this topology:

Figure 4.1.: Topology of Terminology Used in this Discourse

Figure 4.1 shows that there is other middleware next to virtualization technology1, as well
as there is other virtualization technology next to LCT. Full Virtualization (FV) and LCT
are the two concepts that are important to differentiate. In general, virtualizing means
creating a virtual environment for software that does not physically exist. While FV
virtualizes a full computing system, LCT virtualizes only parts of a computing system.

FV allows the creation of a virtual environment for an entire computing system respec-
tively of a physical machine as a set of hardware, OS and applications, which is then
called a virtual machine (VM). The following figure shows the structure of FV.

1In this context, it is referred to software virtualization. There is also hardware virtualization, e.g.
Intel’s virtualization instruction set VT-x in an IC.
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Figure 4.2.: Structure of Full Virtualization on a Device [3]

In FV, the software, which functions as control instance that is able to deploy, start and
stop VMs is called hypervisor. The hypervisor creates virtual environments by abstracting
the entire hardware stack of the device to a VM, such that the OS running within the
VM does not see the physical hardware of the device. Instead, the VM can only access
hardware resources that the VM has received access rights for from the hypervisor. In
doing so, several different OSes including applications can run on one single device [22].
In addition, VMs are isolated against one another. As long as the hypervisor does not
explicitly allow access between VMs, the OS of VM 1 is agnostic to its environment, i.e.
it does not have any knowledge of other VMs or the OS on the device. Inside the VM it
seems to be a normal computer, even though it is only one of several guests.

Figure 4.2 also introduces binaries and libraries, abbreviated as libs and bins. Here,
binaries and libraries are data applications are based on and are required for execution.
On the very top, one or more applications run, which present themselves to users. Also a
distinction is made between guest OS and host OS. In general, a host is the device which
offers resources to guests. Therefore host OS is the one powering a device on its base,
while the guest OS identifies the one which powers the guests, i.e. VMs.

Historically, LCT was inspired by concepts developed in 1979 in a popular OS at that
time.2 These concepts comprise basic methods of creating virtual environments in order
to isolate resources. Later on, these capabilities were integrated into the Linux OS, on
which LCT is based [22]. Until today, these concepts have been continuously extended and
improved. In 2013, an essential improvement was developed that increased the popularity
of LCT. This feature3 allows advanced control of permissions in isolated environments,

2The command chroot, initially introduced in the Unix OS
3This feature is called user namespaces, which was added to the Linux Kernel in version 3.8
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which fundamentally increased security of LCT to a level that is eventually considered to
be production ready.

In contrast to FV, LCT provides the capability to create virtual environments for appli-
cations rather than entire machines. Thereby, one or more applications can run in an
isolated environment on a device [23, p. 276].

Figure 4.3.: Structure of Virtualization with LCT on a Device [3]

As shown in Figure 5.2, applications are wrapped by containers, which are virtual en-
vironments created by the container engine. In some respect, containers are similar to
VMs, whereas containers do not need an OS inside in order to run applications. In order
to do so, containers use the OS of the host directly, with the help of the container engine.
The container engine assures that everything inside containers acts only in its virtual
environments. In doing so, any application inside has no knowledge of its environment
unless the container engine explicitly grants permission.

Another related virtualization technology that is important to disambiguate against is
sandboxing. Thereby, also a virtual environment around an application is created. Even
similar technologies as those in LCT are used in order to create the virtual environment.
However, sandboxing focuses only on security by isolating an application. LCT provides
a much richer feature set by design. As presented in the following two sections, this is
(remote) manageability, scalability and distribution of applications and others.4

4See https://l3net.wordpress.com/projects/firejail/firejail-faq/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-16)
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4.2. Comparison of Full Virtualization and LCT

LCT is more lightweight than FV due to the fact that in FV, a VM includes an entire OS,
even if there is only one application that runs in a VM. In LCT, an application running
in a container needs a similar level of resources as an application that runs natively on
the host without LCT [24]. Thus, LCT is far more efficient for an IoT device, because
it only needs to run a limited number of applications. Another important difference is
that LCT allows sharing of binaries and libraries across several containers, whereas FV
restricts the scope of binaries and libraries to one VM’s environment. This feature reduces
storage space in LCT because binaries and libraries used by two or more applications in
containers are shared across them instead of being duplicated on each VM as in FV.
Further, as discussed in section 3.1, IoT devices are often resource-poor. Hence, using
FV places additional overload on the host, which is likely in excess of its resources prior
to installing an application within a VM due to the tremendous file size of an OS. Also,
sharing binaries and libraries saves resources by reducing storage space consumption.

FV is more secure, because it does not require any interaction with its environment,
such as sharing the kernel or binaries or libraries. However, the security level of LCT is
sufficient.

The most important trade-off using LCT is the restriction that all containers can only use
one kernel. A kernel is the core component of an OS. Therefore it is inconvenient with
LCT to deploy multiple OS on one device, because an additional layer of full virtualization
is required inside an container, which can offer an own kernel to the application to be
deployed on top [23]. In the IoT, multiple OS would exceed a device’s resources rendering
this feature useless and even counterproductive.

Similar between LCT and VM is the ability to limit resources to containers. Both tech-
nologies are able to specify resource limits at great detail.

It has been discussed that LCT is the preferred solution for the IoT over FV. Next,
it needs to be evaluated if LCT can meet IoT’s requirements, which were presented in
chapter 3.
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4.3. Evaluation of LCT against IoT’s Requirements

LCT controls the interaction between an application and the OS, allowing it to start,
stop, and update applications without the knowledge of the OS. This increases security:
In general, any connection to other devices needs to pass through the OS of a device that
has an active application. Because LCT is located between the OS and an application,
LCT needs to be traversed in order to access its environment. Thus, a malfunctioning
application can be blocked by LCT, thereby providing an additional border of security to
secure an OS or an entire network of devices.

LCT’s isolation of an application includes isolation of files and hardware capabilities such
as the device’s storage. Thus, LCT is capable of limiting an application to a specific
amount of resources (computational performance, memory and storage bandwidth), in-
creasing the level of safety by saving the device from an application overusing resources.
Excessive overuse might harm the device’s hardware or bring its OS in an unstable state,
which both have the potential to cause the device to breakdown.

This concept of isolation leverages several other features. For instance, an application
can be packaged, and can then run on top of any device of the same IC architecture with
LCT installed. The package is a LCT compatible format and called a container. IT is
important that the IC architecture of the device the container is moved to, is identical.
For instance, a container for x86 can not run on a device with an ARM architecture. A
temperature metering application can be packaged into a container, which can be run on
any device, regardless of its power and hardware platform, as long as a LCT is installed on
the OS. This container can not only include an application, also additional files as well as
other applications can be added to a container. By shipping a container containing an ap-
plication and configuration data, the application does not need any further setup. Instead,
the container just needs to be started. This is equivalent to a preconfigured installation
of an OS such as Apple’s OS X vs. an installation from scratch. In the preconfigured
installation, all configurations and necessary applications are included. Therefore, on the
first run, the computer can be used immediately sans additional setup.

LCT offer remote management capabilities, allowing actions (starting containers) to be
triggered remotely. Remotely triggering actions allows a fleet of devices to be remotely
controlled, monitored, and automated. An automated process can be implemented to
automatically update application X on device Y when there is a new version available.
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Because a package can also contain the application’s configuration, there is no need to
remotely conduct any further setup on the target device. Finally, remote management
supports scalability due to the high number of applications that can be remotely controlled
with very little effort. Combined with automation capabilities, multiple applications on
different devices can be deployed in parallel.

Finally, there are several FLOSS LCT implementations available, which is a require-
ment independent from the IoT domain because it increases security (one of the central
requirements).

An illustration evaluating these capabilities in comparison with IoT’s requirements (chap-
ter 3) is found in the following table:

Software requirements Features addressing requirements

Interoperability, Stan-
dardization

Standardized container format, which is portable amongst
different devices. A standardized LCT implementation can
be installed on any IoT device.

Security Isolation of containers against their environment, ad-
vanced security capabilities offer granting specific access
rights

Safety Resource restrictions of containers

Manageability, Au-
tomation, Scalability

Advanced (remote) management capabilties

FLOSS Provided by many implementations of LCTs

Privacy Protection Supported by isolation capabilities of LCT and by ad-
vanced networking capabilities, which will be added in
chapter 5.

Table 4.1.: Evaluation of LCT against IoT’s Requirements

Table 4.1 shows that the set of features provided by LCTs address all IoT requirements.
Therefore, LCT is the type of technology to be used in the test environment despite
the fact that LCT is implemented by several different software solutions. Because of this,
solutions is to be in order to finally select the most appropriate for the test environment.
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4.4. Comparison and Selection of an LCT

Implementation

In order to identify the best solution, 15 implementations of LCTs that appear appropriate
will be compared against one another and against the identified requirements presented
in chapter 3.

In phase one, all LCT’ that do not meet IoT’s requirements due to basic problematic issues
are filtered. An example for a problematic issue is closed source code instead of FLOSS, a
very limited feature set, not being production ready or support for only a limited number
of Linux OSes the LCT solution can be deployed on. The results are shown in table A.1,
which is located in appendix.

After filtering in phase one, six solutions are remaining: LXC, LXD, OpenVZ, Linux
VServer, Docker and rkt. Amongst these solutions, OpenVZ and Linux VServer share
similar technical concepts with Docker or rkt. However, Linux VServer do not provide
a reasonable community as the other remaining solutions. The project does not receive
much attention, which will therefore not considered as relevant for further evaluations.
OpenVZ does have a reasonable community, but it lacks a high level of standardization
as one of the central requirements in the IoT. OpenVZ containers can only be used in
an OpenVZ environment. This is different from e.g. Docker and rkt, which strive to
agree on a container format that fits for several LCTs. LXC and LXD are integrated in
the development of Linux itself. Also LXC and LXD are very popular and have a large
community. They are therefore considered to be relevant.

The following table compares the remaining solutions against one another: LXC, LXD,
Docker and rkt.
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Selection

ofLinux
ContainerTechnology

Manageability via re-
mote interface

No Yes Yes No, no announcement
found

Scalability included No No Yes (docker swarm) No, no announcement
found

Interoperability, stan-
dardization

No standardized spec-
ification

No standardized spec-
ification

Medium-level: Inter-
operable primarily
with other Docker
engines, some con-
version tools to other
container formats
exist

High level of standard-
ization due to an inde-
pendent specification

Portability, migration Restricted capabilities Advanced capabilities,
which have been an-
nounced (live migra-
tion)

Yes Yes

Automated container
build supported

Yes, version 1.0 re-
leased in 2013

No, not stable yet Yes (with Dockerfile) Yes, with several tools
implementing a cer-
tain specification

Table 4.2.: Comparison of the Most Promising LCT Implementations
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Table 4.2 lists only the differences between solutions, while commonly supported features
are left out. One such case is the isolation of LCT from its environment, despite being
one of IoT’s central requirements related to security.5 The requirement of safety is met
by all solutions. The ability to restrict resources of an application controlled by LCT is a
common feature amongst these solutions. For example, a container can be restricted to
only use a specific amount of the host device’s memory.

Before evaluating differences between the solutions in detail, it is important to distin-
guish their two fundamental design types- LXC and LXD. Each offer a lightweight VM
experience6, where Docker and rkt layer applications [22].

Figure 4.4.: Application Composition of LXC and LXD versus Docker and rkt, cf. [4]

As shown in figure 4.4, even if all solutions are considered to be LCTs, LXC and LXD
follow the basic concept of VMs by building all applications within a single container,
whereas Docker and rkt build applications in layers. In both cases the resulting set of
applications is generally called a service.

By following these different approaches, LXC and LXD apply the concept located on the
top-left side of the container engine in figure 5.2, Docker and rkt apply the concept on the
right side. If an additional service is to be added by LXC or LXD, a new container will be
put next to an existing one and on top of the container engines. Therefore, all containers
are located on the same layer. Adding new containers is in general called the process of
scaling, which should be subsetted into horizontal and vertical scaling. Here, since new
containers are located on the same horizontal level, LXC and LXD scale horizontally.

5Technically, this applied by using unprivileged containers for an application, i.e. the container does not
have access to system relevant commands.

6See https://www.flockport.com/containers-minus-the-hype/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
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Following the approach on the right side of figure 5.2, services tend to be built in a vertical
direction. The red colored box shows binaries and libraries, which have been defined in
4.1 as data that applications are based on and are therefore required for execution. Here,
binaries and libraries are a set of containers with applications that the container built
on top needs to be executed. This fundamental concept allows applications to scale
vertically.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the two different approaches: an application stack is shown, which
is a combination of applications commonly used on the Internet. It consists of a Linux
OS (i.e. Debian or Ubuntu), and applications, (i.e. PHP, Mysql, Nginx and Wordpress).
While LXC and LXD build a service by setting all applications within a single container,
Docker and rkt build a service by composing several containers in a layered architecture,
where each of them includes only one application.

The latter approach of vertical scaling provides several advantages over the approach of
LXC and LXD. For instance, scaling up for both LCTs will result in the following figure.

Figure 4.5.: Application Composition when Scaling Up: LXC and LXD versus Docker and rkt,
cf. [4]

Figure 4.5 shows how Docker and rkt minimize the consumption of storage, in contrast
to LXC and LXD, which need to replicate the full software stack. Docker and rkt do not
require replication in order to add a new container. Existing containers are reused and
linked accordingly to one another. In doing so, the layered stack of applications (see figure
4.5) exists virtually for both of the top applications. However, physically, the stack exists
only once. In doing so, Docker and rkt allow existing containers to be reused through the
concept of Layered Application Composition (LAC).
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Resources are critical in the IoT. When scaling up, LCT’s architectural design using LAC
can minimize resource consumption in terms of storage and computing power. It does
this by reusing containers and not conducting physical replication when adding a new
container. Since these capabilities address IoT’s low resource requirement much better
than LXC and LXD, Docker and rkt are the preferred solutions in terms of efficient
resource allocation.

Comparing more differences

Additional differences between the solutions presented in table 4.2 will now be discussed.

LXC is a solution being developed since 2009 that utilizes tools available at that time.
However, as shown in 4.1, a crucial feature along with other improvements were created in
2013, at which point, LXD came into play. LXD is not a dedicated solution, but rather, a
feature extension of LXC that aims to implement the 2013 features. Thereby, LXC starts,
stops and configures container while LXD extends these features through the addition of
live migration and multi-host capabilities. Live migration supports moving container
technologies between multiple hosts without interruption from services provided by the
container. Multi-host capabilities provide extended interoperability options between con-
tainers on multiple hosts. Some services are required to interact with containers on other
hosts in order to fulfil their tasks. LXC and LXD were meant to work collaboratively in
order to receive all of their features, and will be identified as LXC/LXD in the following
discussion.

A major problem with LXD is that it is not yet production ready at the moment7. Since,
with the test environment, a solution approach for the IoT is to be proposed, LXD is not
suffcient in this manner. Furthermore, rkt is also not ready for production at present.
However, the first stable version is preparing for release in October 20158, making rkt
relevant for further evaluation. In terms of LXD, no announcement about the first stable
release have been found.

LXC/LXD, do not support an automated build process of containers, which require man-
ual work to be created. This feature is offered by Docker and rkt. For instance, in the
case of Docker, a Dockerfile can be used as a script with instructions and arguments to
build a Docker image, which is the template for Docker containers, cf. [22]. This meets

7See https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd/introduction/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
8See https://github.com/coreos/rkt/blob/master/ROADMAP.md (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
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IoT’s requirements in terms of automation capabilities. Thus, capabilities of LXC/LXD
are also not sufficient here.

LXD and Docker provide the option to manage containers on a device remotely, whereas
LXC and rkt do not. Despite no announcements for rkt, it is assumed that such features
will be implemented in the future since they are crucial for many types of deployments.

In addition, LXC/LXD is primarily supported on Ubuntu as a widespread Linux OS.9

However, support for multiple OSes is a major IoT requirement due to high levels of
heterogeneity amongst IoT devices, which also creates a high diversity of OSes. Further,
Ubuntu is not considered to be a lightweight OS, which is therefore not appropriate for
the IoT. Docker is supported on a wide range of Linux OSes10. Also, Docker cooperates
with Microsoft to bring Docker in Windows for production11. The developers of rkt have
announced a wide range support for several Linux OSes.12

A high level of standardization allows any containers built with Docker to start on any
device with a running docker or rkt container engine. This is not true for LXC, which
requires configuration of the LXC container engine to be changed accordingly.13 This adds
the need for additional configuration management and may cause conflicts as a result of
each container requiring a different configuration.14

At present, scalability is a capability only offered by Docker. There has been no announce-
ment that rkt plans to implement scalability, which enables to trigger starting containers
at a high number. Due to the high number of IoT devices expected in the future, this
feature is critical.

Several differences in security features can be identified. A hashsum check15 to maintain
integrity is offered by all four solutions. In addition, rkt offers digital signing16 and
encryption of containers17, which are not offered by LXC/LXD. Docker does not offer

9See https://www.flockport.com/lxc-vs-docker/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-18)
10See https://docs.docker.com/installation/archlinux/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)
11See https://blog.docker.com/2014/10/docker-microsoft-partner-distributed-applications/ and

http://blogs.technet.com/b/server-cloud/archive/2015/08/19/new-windows-server-preview-fuels-
application-innovation-with-containers-software-defined-datacenter-updates.aspx (both accessed on
2015-Sept-18)

12See https://github.com/coreos/rkt/blob/master/ROADMAP.md (accessed on 2015-Sept-18)
13See http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man5/lxc.container.conf.5.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-18)
14This discussion shows a common symptom of this configuration issue:

http://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/92794/lxc-migrate-between-hosts (accessed on 2015-
Sept-18)

15A hashsum check maintains integrity of a container
16Digital signing maintains non-repudiation of containers
17See https://coreos.com/blog/rocket/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
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encryption of containers. Digital signing is not enabled by default, but can be activated
by setting up an extension18.

A feature, which is solely implemented by LXD, is the support for multi-host interaction.
Thereby, containers of one host are able to communicate with containers on a remote host
in a secure way. Docker announced to support this feature. In terms of LXC/LXD and
rkt, no announcement has been found.

Finally, rkt is the first LCT solution that attempts to build containers against a standard
specification19. A specification is a set of rules defining how a container is to be built. By
creating containers according to a certain specification, all LCT solutions are able to use
the containers. A widespread specification supports independence of containers to their
deployment environment. Thus, the LCT solution to be used respectively its vendor can
be freely chosen. Even if Docker also implements its solution against a specification20, it
does not promote this specification as a standard. In contrast, rkt designs a specifica-
tion to be standardized from the very beginning of development. Thereby, several other
projects have been involved to help define specific requirements for a widespread range
of application domains. The specification implemented by rkt requires basic security fea-
tures, which are useful because such features address security (a major requirements in
the IoT).

Meanwhile, most of LCT developers (which includes many major IT vendors wordwide)
have recognized the advantage of a standard specification. Therefore, in June 2015, these
vendors formed a consortium21 in order to agree on a common specification that fits for
all available LCT solutions.

It has been shown that LXC/LXD lacks several requirements in the IoT that are offered
by Docker and rkt. Rkt is a modern solution that promotes a high level of standard-
ization, a particularly important feature in the IoT. While standardization probably has
advantages in several ways over Docker. Docker, in contrast, is fully production ready
and addresses the requirements presented in chapter 3. Therefore, Docker is selected as
the most appropriate LCT solution for the test environment.

18The Trusted Registry as extension on the server side, and Docker Notary as extension on the client
side.

19The application specification appc: https://github.com/appc/spec (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
20See https://github.com/docker/docker/blob/master/image/spec/v1.md (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
21See https://www.opencontainers.org/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-19)
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5
Implementation and

Evaluation of LCT in an IoT
Test Environment

This chapter comprises the technical implementation of an IoT infrastructure as a test
environment for LCT. The network topology and entities will be designed similar to a
realistic IoT environment as best as we can manage within the constraints of the project.
Subsequently, the test environment will be evaluated against technical characteristics
induced by IoT’s requirements discussed in chapter 3.

5.1. Test Environment Setup

The setup is documented in the order of its development process: Starting with the
network design and finishing with the deployment of applications on the network nodes.

5.1.1. Network Topology Setup

The hardware setup of the test environment is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 5.1.: Network Topology of the Test Environment

As presented in section 3.2, the RPI is an appropriate SBC to use in the IoT. Three will
be used as a minimal version of a cluster. A switch connects all RPIs with the local
network, which is further connected to a router. The router assures connectivity to the
Internet as a wider communication network. Figure 5.1 shows the cable configuration
between all devices. The setup allows the information flow illustrated in figure 2.3. Since
a RPI is a generic device, it can be used for data capture, sensing, actuating, or as a
data carrier. The management device is a Desktop PC that i utilized to configure the test
environment.

Installation of Required Software Components for the Network Stack

In terms of OS software, a Linux OS with Docker is required. Raspbian, as a Linux OS
that is especially well supported on RPI will be used. In order to install Docker, it needs
to be manually compiled (i.e. packaging Docker for a certain environment) because its
developers do not provide a ready to use download for RPI. In addition, further changes
in Raspbian are necessary in order to run Docker successfully.1 In order to simplify this

1Several features of the OS need to be installed and activated, such as support for the filesystem Docker
uses.
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step, software from an open source project called Hypriot2 will be used. The software
they provide - Hypriot OS - includes all required packages, i.e. Raspbian, Docker and all
required dependencies.3.

Also, OVS as the selected SDN software (section 3.4) will be installed on all RPIs. OVS
is required to provide interconnectivity between all containers. Without OVS, this is
applied using an overlay network. Overlay networks are logically isolated networks on
top of existing networks that allow advanced control of packet flows4. Here, OVS allows
creation of packet flow between the Docker engines on two different devices. In doing so,
the Docker containers on both devices are able to see one another. In addition, because
this packet flow is isolated against other networks, connections to other network nodes
are prevented. This isolated packet flow is called a tunnel, which increases security in
networks through isolating specific network traffic from other forms of traffic. Details
about how the tunnel has been configured will be presented in the next section. In order
to install OVS, it was manually compiled5. In order to minimize resource footprint, only
the two out of approximately 7 OVS modules have been installed that have been identified
as requirements for the purpose of this work.6

Configuration of the Network Stack

The software configuration on a device is based on the information flow of a device. The
information flow can be presented as a layered stack:

2See http://blog.hypriot.com/downloads/. Version 0.5 as of July 2015 has been used (accessed on
2015-Sept-22)

3Docker on a RPI can also be used with Arch Linux, another Linux OS. However, the version of
Docker that can be installed in Arch Linux using its system tools, is not the latest version, see
https://www.archlinux.org/packages/community/x86 _64/docker/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)

4In general, information in networks is exchanged using packets.
5Documented at https://github.com/openvswitch/ovs/blob/master/INSTALL.Debian.md and built
with https://github.com/hypriot/rpi-openvswitch-builder (both accessed on 2015-Sept-22)

6The required modules are openvswitch-common and openvswitch-switch.
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Container network, managed by Docker

Virtual network incl. overlay networks, managed by Open vSwitch

Physical network, i.e. the NIC of host device, managed by Linux OS

Communication networks
Table 5.1.: The Information Flow on a Single Device

Packets from communication networks pass through the physical network of the host
device. On the host device, the network interface card (NIC) forwards packets into the
virtual network environment created by OVS. Finally, packets reach containers in the
container network on top of the stack.

It has been stated in section 3.4 that it is useful to configure the network by software
running on each device rather than using managed switches. From this, we designed
configuration in the information flow shown in figure 5.1 has been designed. The resulting
network setup on each device is presented in the following figure:

Figure 5.2.: Network Setup on a Device

The container network is located on top of figure 5.2. It is managed by the LCT solution
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that was selected for the test environment – Docker deploys a network bridge – docker0
– which is the entrance to the container network that is managed by the Docker engine.
In doing so, advanced security rules for packets passing the bridge can be configured.

In general, a network bridge ensures connectivity between all network entities that are
connected to the bridge. The endpoint of each connection is called a port. Each port can
have an IP address, which is a logical address in a network similar to house numbers in a
street.

The OVS environment is a set of network bridges, that are designed for two purposes:

1. To ensure interconnectivity of all containers independent of the host they are running
(target in local communication networks)

2. To ensure connectivity to the Internet, which allows for software updates (target in
wider communication networks)

In the first case, packages from one container to another running on a different host pass
the docker0 and docker-gre bridge (see figure 5.2). The docker-gre bridge is the endpoint
of the tunnel to the other host. Therefore, packets enter the tunnel on the docker-gre
bridge, at port gre0-tep. From there, the tunnel routes to the cluster bridge. The cluster
bridge is designed so that it may be connected to all other devices on the local network.
Therefore, the tunnel from the cluster bridge routes the packet to cluster bridges on other
devices. In order to do so, the packet passes the bridge phys, which connects the NIC of
the host device with the cluster and uplink bridge. On the target device, the packet will
follow the same path backwards.

In the second case, packets from a container pass docker0 and the bridge uplink. The
uplink bridge is connected to the local network, which eventually routes packets to the
Internet (also passing the phys bridge). The return path follows the same packet flow
backwards.

The overlay network with the tunnel between the devices is realized with the GRE pro-
tocol7. In addition, the GRE protocol allows encryption of network traffic that is sent
through a tunnel.8. However, encryption has not been enabled, because the performance
would severely decrease down to 0,05% in some environments compared to performance

7A protocol is a standardized format which communicating entities agree on to use.
8Using the IPsec protocol
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without encryption.9 It is likely that dedicated hardware support for encryption can offer
tremendous benefits to gain a reasonable network performance on embedded systems with
encryption enabled.

On the physical network layer, which could be considered as ‘the bottom layer‘, there
is the NIC of the host device eth0 that corresponds to the physical network adapter
(hardware) on the host device. In addition to eth0, a virtual network interface has been
setup. This is indicated by the virtual interface eth0.<VLAN-ID> in figure 5.2. This
interface is a fallback in case OVS has been misconfigured. In case of a misconfiguration,
any of the described packet flows above might not work, including the connection to the
management device being used to configure the devices remotely. Therefore, OVS is the
single point of failure. The fallback interface makes sure that the device can still be
reached and configured, even if there is an issue within the OVS environment.

Amongst the most important issues, the configuration of the packet flow in OVS described
above requires appropriately assigned of IP addresses, customized packet size10 and a
protocol enabled to ensure correct packet routing11. In addition, Docker required changes
from its default configuration in order to be compatible with the OVS environment.12

All configuration has been implemented in a script13. The script allows automatic con-
figuration of this network topology with Docker and OVS14 on each RPI. The script and
its documentation are located in appendix, B.5 and B.6.

5.1.2. Application Setup

When deploying applications with Docker, Dockerfiles are the starting point. Dockerfiles
have been defined in 4.4 as a script with instructions and arguments to build a Docker
image, which is the template for Docker containers. An unlimited number of containers
can be started from a single Docker image.

9See http://openvswitch.org/pipermail/discuss/2010-October/004492.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)
10The MTU defines the maximum size of a packet. It needs to be adapted for optimal performance.
11The STP protocol is used to prevent network loops, i.e. it is ensured that only determined/correct

network path are calculated.
12The network bridge of Docker, docker0, is not able to communicate via the overlay network, even if the

configuration of docker0 has been correctly adapted for the Docker engine. It has been identified that
docker0 needs to be setup manually using system utilities of Linux. Since this is neither documented
nor obvious, it has been a very elaborate task to identify this issue.

13A script contains a list of commands that are executed by an interpreter software on a machine. In
this case, the interpreter is the program bash.

14The latest version of OVS has been used, i.e. 2.4.90
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Almost any application can be packaged in a Docker image. However, its Dockerfile may
become complex a lot of configuration is required.

Implementation of a Concept to Specify Applications for LCT

When creating a Docker image for an application that is being deployed in an IoT envi-
ronment, two questions are important to answer:

1. How has the application been developed and how can it be configured? This is
important for creating the Dockerfile.

2. Does the application meet IoT’s requirements (as stated in section 3.3)? This is
important for evaluating whether the application is appropriate for use in IoT.

The first question could be answered with information about the application’s require-
ments, such as libraries and binaries that are necessary or communication adapter (hard-
ware) the application requires on the host to serve its purpose. The first question could be
answered with information about the application’s resource footprint, such as its average
memory and storage consumption, and its level of security by evaluating whether secure
communication protocols are used. Quantifying an application’s resource consumption
should be based on a more sophisticated approach, which is out the scope of this thesis
and therefore not considered in detail.

We are convinced that concepts providing consolidated information answer the questions
above and are helpful for creating applications witch LCT in an IoT environment. There-
for, such a concept will be proposed subsequently.

A similar approach has not been found that could be used as a basis for this concept.
Despite known specifications of container images, such as project Atomic15 and appc16

inspired by providing lists of characteristics of Docker containers.

It is important to be based on a key-value table similar to the following one.

Key Value

Name Nginx

Type Webserver

... ...

15See http://www.projectatomic.io/nulecule/spec/0.0.2/index.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-18)
16See https://github.com/appc/spec (accessed on 2015-Sept-18)
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Table 5.2.: Example of the Key Value Table to Specify Applications

A key represents an aspect of an application that is evaluated in the column Value.

The following table illustrates relevant parts of the concept’s key-value table. In addition
to the section headlines, the according IoT requirement is given.

Figure 5.3.: Relevant Parts of the Specification Concept

An important type in the table is the state type: A container has the type stateless when
it does not contain any user-specific data or configuration files. Hence, the container
does not hold a specific state because it will always hold the same files. In doing so, the
application can be updated by replacing the entire container with a more recent version.

To show how this specification can be applied, the key-value table for Nginx will be given.
Nginx is a particularly lightweight webserver and therefore useful in the IoT.
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Figure 5.4.: Complete Key-Value Table For Nginx

Creating Docker Images for Nginx, node-RED and mySQL

Based on the concept gathered in the preceding section, we proceed to create Dockerfiles
for the applications that were selected in chapter 3.4: Nginx, node-RED and mySQL.
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An effective way to create a Dockerfile for ARM is to take an existing Dockerfile (e.g.
from the Dockerhub) that was likely made x86 or x86_64 architecture – and to transform
the Dockerfile to an ARM compatible one. Reusing commands in Dockerfiles is useful
because some commands in Dockerfiles are independent of architecture. Therefore, porting
applications to ARM compatible ones is a core procedure in this discourse.

Some of the Docker images at Dockerhub are ARM-compatible. However, for Dockerhub
ther are no search filters showing all Docker images that are compatible for ARM (i.e.
Dockerhub is not architecture sensitive). Instead, many users who committed Dockerfiles
for ARM, explicitly denote the ARM compatibility with ‘rpi-‘ as prefix of the Docker
image name. This keyword is a commonly used abbreviation for the RPI as the most
popular ARM developer board.

For a given application, if no Dockerfile that is ARM-compatible has been found, an
x86_64 compatible Dockerfile for the application should be ported to ARM. It is helpful
to search for Dockerfiles that have been starred by many users, and are official Dockerfiles
verified to work adequately.

In addition it is useful to test the Dockerfile on an x86 or x86_64 machine before porting
it. If errors have already occurred, the Dockerfile will not work on ARM either. In this
case, it is best to try another version of the Dockerfile. Different versions of Dockerfiles
are specified by tags.

Next, the base image, which is defined with the ‘FROM‘ command, needs to be changed
so that it is ARM-compatible. With a new base image, it is recommended to use an image
from within the similar Linux distribution tree, such as Debian or Ubuntu. In doing so,
programs that are distribution dependent, such as ‘apt-get‘, will continue to work fine.

If the application is not included in package repositories of the base image’s distribution, it
is necessary to download the binary from other sources and maybe compile it manually.

The steps described above were used to create Docker images for node-RED, Nginx and
mySQL. The Dockerfiles were adapted17 and successfully tested18. For example, the Dock-
erfile of node-RED is presented in the following. The Dockerfiles and according Docker
run commands for Nginx and mySQL are located in appendix, B.1 and B.2 (Nginx), B.3
17As template for node-RED this source was used: https://hub.docker.com/r/cpswan/node-

red//̃dockerfile/, for mySQL https://hub.docker.com/r/hypriot/rpi-mysql/ and for Nginx
https://hub.docker.com/_/nginx/

18Tests have been conducted by sending HTTP GET requests to the application’s TCP socket.
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and B.4 (mySQL).

1 # Pull base image

2 FROM hypriot/rpi−node

3 MAINTAINER mathias−klaus.renner@stud.uni−bamberg.de

4

5 # Install node−RED

6 RUN npm install −g node−red

7

8 # Expose port

9 EXPOSE 1880

10

11 # Set the default command to execute

12 # when creating a new container

13 CMD /usr/local/bin/node−red

Code Listing 5.1: Dockerfile of node-RED for ARM

The Docker Run command to start the node-RED container is as follows:

1 sudo docker run −dp 1880:1880 node−red

Code Listing 5.2: Docker run command to start the node-RED container

Optimizing Dockerfiles for a Low Resource Footprint

In chapter 3, we discussed that IoT devices benefit from minimizing consumption of
storage space and memory usage. Dockerfiles address this issue by executing only com-
mands that are necessary for running the resulting application container. For instance,
Dockerfiles should not containa unnecessary dependencies, or ports. For instance, if an
application that is to be packaged in a container was required to compile itself, any files
of the building environment should be deleted at the end of the compiling process.

Independent of the application, Dockerfiles can also be used to minimize the size of a
Docker image by reducing the number of layers. When creating a Docker image, each
command in the Dockerfile creates a new layer in the filesystem and stores the relevant
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meta data information. Combining commands in Dockerfiles can save this information.
Reducing the size also allows Docker images to be processed faster when they are created,
downloaded or moved. This benefits the parts of IoT’s infrastructure that are character-
ized by low bandwidth (e.g. in wireless sensor networks).

A clear structure of the code was also important for maintaining a good overview of the
file’s content.

The following listings show an example of how a Dockerfile can be optimized. The Dock-
erfile in code listing 5.3 creates six layers, whereas the one in 5.4 only creates two.

1 RUN apt−get update

2 RUN apt−get upgrade

3 RUN apt−get −y install nginx

4 RUN apt−get clean

5

6 EXPOSE 80

7 EXPOSE 443

Code Listing 5.3: Example of an not yet Optimized Dockerfile

This can be optimized to:

1 RUN apt−get update && \

2 apt−get upgrade && \

3 apt−get −y install nginx && \

4 apt−get clean

5

6 EXPOSE 80,443

Code Listing 5.4: Optimized Version of Dockerfile in Code Listing 5.3
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5.2. Evaluation of the Test Environment

5.2.1. Hardware Evaluation

This section evaluates whether the hardware selected for building the test environment
met IoT’s requirements. Since the RPI is the only relevant hardware, the following table
shows the results of an evaluation of the RPI:

Hardware requirements Means addressing requirements Evaluation

Energy efficiency RPI is a low power embedded
system with an average power
consumption of 2.1 W (idle) /
4 W (load)

X

Limited hardware ca-
pabilities using ES

RPI is an ES with limited ca-
pabilities and resources

X

ARM Architecture ARM IC of RPI X

Low-Cost About 35-40 Euros OK for a generic
device

Table 5.3.: Evaluation of the Test Environment Against IoT’s Hardware Requirements

It is important to mention the low cost of RPI and evaluate this characteristic compared
to the capabilities a device offers. In the case of the RPI, a wide range of capabilities
were offered, making the the RPI a low cost device compared to other single board com-
puters (SBCs). Cheaper SBCs, such as C.H.I.P., exist as low as $9.9919, but have few
communication interfaces and computing capabilities.

Therefore, indicated by table 5.3, RPI meets the IoT’s requirements described in chapter
3.

19https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1598272670/chip-the-worlds-first-9-computer (accessed on
2015-Sept-25)
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5.2.2. Software Evaluation

Interoperability, Standardization and Interconnectivity

In order to test interoperability, Docker images were successfully started on different nodes
in the test environment. It showed that Docker offers a container format that is portable
amongst Docker engines on different devices.

In order to test Docker’s capabilities of interoperability on different types of devices,
Hypriot’s software was installed on the previous version of RPI. A test demonstrated that
Docker images created on RPI (version 2) were also successfully started. Furthermore,
Arch Linux, another Linux OS, was installed and tested on a RPI. Docker images were
also able to run on Arch Linux.

The tests indicated that Docker images can be installed on different Linux OSes. Further-
more, due to Docker’s high level of standardization, Docker images are portable among
different Docker engines.

Next, the interconnectivity of Docker containers amongst different devices was successfully
tested.

Security

Security was addressed by isolating containers against their environment. Docker offers
capabilities to define detailed access permissions for an application to reach locations
outside the container environment.

By default, applications inside a container do not have root privileges (i.e. containers
run in unprivileged mode). Root privileges are the highest permissions a user can have.
If an application finds an option to run outside a container, it has very limited in its
permissions and cannot cause serious problems on the host devices.

If a container runs in privileged mode and an application in a container can break out, the
application can obtain root permissions on the host. Some applications need root permis-
sion to serve their purpose. To address this, Docker gives these applications permissions,
which only appear to be root permissions to the applications.20

20See https://docs.docker.com/articles/security/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-28)
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Tests were ran to determine, whether files on host devices were able to be changed when
running an unprivileged container. The test has shown that this was not possible. This is
in contrast to a privileged container, which allowed the host system’s files to be changed.

For an application to reach outside of an unprivileged container there should be directories
or files mounted to the inside of a container from the host. These files are located outside
the container so that user specific data is not left inside the container. In doing so,
the application can be updated by replacing its container with a newer version. This
procedure addressed the central requirement of updating applications securely.

In older versions of Docker, mounting directories and files induced a serious vulnerability
that allowed the container to gain root permissions on the host.21 Testing the recent
version of Docker (1.8.2) showed that this vulnerability has been fixed. However, the
application inside the container was capable of writing files on the host until the storage
capacity was filled. In doing so, the container is able to bring the host device down.

Docker provides a script that checks for several common security issues.22

To summarize, Docker’s isolation of applications “is not as strong as that of virtual ma-
chines, which run independent OS instances on top of a hypervisor without sharing the
kernel with the underlying OS” [25]. However, Docker offers various options to provide a
high level of security. Because this high level can only be achieved if all security features
are applied appropriately, experience with security in Docker is crucial.

Safety through Resource Restrictions of Containers

Resource limits for a container can be defined in the Docker run command, which is used
to start containers. Three fundamental resources can be restricted:23

1. Memory

2. Computing power by the IC

3. Data throughput against storage
21See http://reventlov.com/advisories/using-the-docker-command-to-root-the-host (accessed on 2015-

Sept-28)
22See https://github.com/docker/docker-bench-security (accessed on 2015-Sept-28)
23See https://docs.docker.com/reference/run/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-25)
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When limiting memory, an application running in a container will not be able to use more
memory than what is provided. Be default, when this limit is exceeded, the the container
will stop. This feature was proven through testing. Docker also allows the container to
use swap memory. By using swap memory, storage on the host’s hard drive is used rather
than the memory. This is useful for containers that need more memory than that provided
by the host.

Docker can also control the computing performance of the host a container is allowed
to use. The limit is defined by a weight relative to other containers or by restricting
computing performance of cores within the host’s IC. The restrictions will only apply
when IC intensive applications are running.24 This was proven through a testing.

The bandwidth of a container can be limited relative to the storage of the host. The
limit is defined by relative weights as is the case for limted computing performance. For
instance, a container with a weight of ‘600‘ will be able to write double of the data on the
storage as a container weighted with ‘300‘.25

The allocation of resources for computing power and bandwidth relative to the storage
allows a user to establish strategies that prioritize specific applications. These strategies
are required and were mentioned in section 3.4.26

Manageability, Automation, Scalability

Remote manageability of Docker is possible using Docker’s application programming in-
terface (API)27. The API was enabled and tested with Docker Machine28. It allows to
use the API on a remote host to control the remote host’s containers from a local device.
This was successfully tested in using Docker Machine against one of the RPIs. The test
was documented in appendix, B.7.

IoT’s requirement of automation is addressed by Dockerfiles, which can be used to au-
tomate the process of building a Docker image. All applications in the test environment
were crated by using Dockerfiles.
24See https://docs.docker.com/reference/run/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-29)
25See https://docs.docker.com/reference/run/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-29)
26These strategies are also known as quality of service
27For instance, a certain network package with instructions can be sent to Docker on a host. Docker

receives the package and executes the included instructions.
28See http://docs.docker.com/machine/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-28)
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Scalability in Docker is addressed with the product Docker Swarm that was setup in the
test environment – using the documentation offered by Hypriot 29, which has been used
to setup Docker Swarm in the test environment. In doing so, the RPIs were combined to
a single pool of resources and containers were moved along the RPIs according to their
resource capacities.30

Docker Compose is another useful component of the Docker tool set. Like Dockerfiles,
a Docker Compose file is a script. In contrast to a Dockerfile, which creates one Docker
image, a Docker Compose file can create a set of (complex) applications and automatically
links required containers.31 For instance, node-RED can be combined to use a mySQL
database to store its application data. This setup can be defined in a single Docker
Compose file, which can be started with one command.

FLOSS

Docker is FLOSS because its source code is publicly available32, and its licence33 allows
for modification and redistribution of the source code by anyone.

Privacy Protection

Privacy protection is a requirement that is addressed by technical means of security and is
therefore not evaluated further. Instead it is important to mention that privacy protection
has a particularly important role when leaving the local communication networks to the
wider ones. Due to the tremendous computing capabilities of data centers connected by
wider communication networks, data from local sensor networks are sent to wider com-
munication networks in order to be processed. A high level of privacy should ensure that
any personal data is pseudonymized as soon as it leaves local communication networks.

29See http://blog.hypriot.com/post/let-docker-swarm-all-over-your-raspberry-pi-cluster/ (accessed on
2015-Sept-25)

30See http://blog.docker.com/2014/12/announcing-docker-machine-swarm-and-compose-for-
orchestrating-distributed-apps/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-25)

31See http://docs.docker.com/compose/install/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-25)
32See https://github.com/docker/docker (accessed on 2015-Sept-25)
33The Apache 2.0 license, see https://github.com/docker/docker/blob/master/LICENSE (accessed on

2015-Sept-25)
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Summary

Finally, the information of all conducted investigations and tests will be consolidated in
the following table:

Software requirements Means addressing requirements Evaluation

Interoperability, Stan-
dardization, Intercon-
nectivity

Docker image format which is
portable amongst Docker en-
gines

X

Security Isolation of containers against
their environment, advanced
security capabilities offer grant-
ing specific access rights

X

Safety Resource restrictions of con-
tainers

X

Manageability, Au-
tomation, Scalability

Advanced remote management
capabilties

X

FLOSS Docker is FLOSS X

Privacy Protection Supported by isolation capabil-
ities of LCT and by advanced
networking capabilities

X

Table 5.4.: Evaluation of the Test Environment against IoT’s Software Requirements

Table 5.4 shows that Docker meets all central requirements of the IoT.
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6
Summary and Outlook

The objective of this thesis was to evaluate, whether Linux container technology (LCT)
satisfies challenges and requirements set in place by IoT’s infrastructure. Therefore, IoT’s
requirements were discussed in order to form the basis for subsequent evaluations and
tests. Extensive comparisons were conducted to identify concepts with potential benefits
from the use of LCT over the classical Full Virtualization (FV). Upon finding extraordi-
nary advantages of concepts used by LCT compared to FV, the most appropriate imple-
mentation of LCT was identified. Comparing 15 solutions demonstrated that only four
solutions meet IoT’s requirements: LXC, LXD, Docker and rkt. Subsequently, detailed
comparisons suggested that even if LXC and LXD were considered as LCT solutions, they
do not offer reasonable advantages for use in the IoT. While Docker technology is currently
the only solution that meet IoT’s requirements, rkt is anticipated to do so in the near
future. Between Docker and rkt, rkt exhibited better security and higher levels of stan-
dardization than Docker. However, because Docker was production ready, it was selected
for practical evaluation in a test environment similar to that of an IoT infrastructure.

The test results have indicated that Docker meets central IoT requirements through a
rich set of features. Through such features (detailed in the preceding sections) it is
capable of handling all major challenges of the IoT including high levels of automation
and manageability, support for a wide range of hardware and software platforms, and the
ability to maintain safety of multiple IoT devices.

Even though there is still potential for improvements. Docker’s developers have not
recognized its potential as middleware for the IoT, which has been identified in this work.
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Docker is encouraged to publish the latest version of the precompiled binary for ARM
rather than having users download it from other websites.

Furthermore, Docker needs to extend its security features. Presently, the defaults do
not support digital signing or container encryption, nor does it fully implement user
namespaces. The last of which is a Linux OS feature that is required to harden Docker
onto a similar level of that of VMs.

Apart from security topics in LCT, software defined networking (SDN) has been presented
as a technology with tremendous potential to secure IoT networks. Open vSwitch (OVS)
is a high performance SDN software proven to successfully separate network traffic using
tunnels. In addition, OVS provides a level of flexibility for configuring networks that
surpasses capabilities offered by those of classical managed switches. Despite these positive
results, enabled encryption does not offer reasonable network performance. This could
only be achieved with hardware support in the form of an encryption accelerator.1 Because
network performance and levels of security are particularly important in the IoT, more
research should be conducted in this field.

New network topologies are expected to evolve that extend today’s concepts of cloud
computing. Cloud computing2 is necessary for processing data gathered in IoT networks.
Cloud computing instances are part of the wider communication network (illustrated in
figure 2.3) and are often far away from local IoT networks due to high levels of centraliza-
tion. Therefore the bandwidth between an IoT network and the cloud is not sufficient of
delaying sensitive services, such as health care. The new concept of Fog Computing ad-
dresses low bandwidth by co-locating cloud computing clusters next to the IoT networks
from which they receive data. Interest in Fog Computing is expected to rise proportionally
with that for IoT. Therefore, further research is expected in the near future (see [26]).

As shown in section 1.1, the IoT receives much attention from major companies and re-
search institutions worldwide, not only in the field of IT. Some even speak of a fourth
industrial revolution to follow, after innovations such as the steam engine, mass produc-
tion, and the World Wide Web [13]. All of these preceding revolutions changed fundamen-
tal paradigms in the societies’ infrastructure, which hold for IoT as well. Furthermore,

1Such as the single board computer (SBC) SPB105, see http://uk.rs-
online.com/web/p/wlan-modules/7080062/ (product image) and http://docs-
europe.electrocomponents.com/webdocs/0e4a/0900766b80e4a17c.pdf (technical specifications)
(accessed on 2015-Sept-29)

2Cloud computing describes a set of many computers in one location, which are combined to a single
entity. Users of this cloud computing cluster will see a single, powerful computer that offers services.
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the IoT changes information infrastructures, allowing today’s information society to ap-
ply it at a much faster rate than preceding revolutions. Because each human being is
expected to own dozens of IoT devices in the near future, new physical infrastructures
are also required to provide energy for all these devices. Communication networks that
ensure Internet connectivity for each device – regardless of location – will also induce
an extraordinary expansion of communication infrastructures compared to those found
today.

In summary, the IoT has the potential to provide tremendous transformation for many
industries. Because the IoT is agnostic to its application domains, any industry may
make use of and benefit from a communication based infrastructure of it. The IoT is
like the network of public roads: although everyone can use the network - the individual
can specify the make and model of vehicle they choose to drive and utilize within the
infrastructure. A wide range of industries, including that of automobiles, health care,
and energy have already started to take part in this revolution. At the least, we can
conclude without doubt, that in the long run, IoT influences everyone’s life in some way
or another.

The present influences on the IoT are just the beginning. Technology, which powers IoT
infrastructures still has much potential for improvements as identified in this work. A
potential solution has been identified in this thesis: Linux container technology addresses
all major challenges in the IoT and is therefore proposed as the optimal middleware
technology as we move into the future.
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A
Tables

LCT Missing Features
Workload Partitions Only for AIX, a closed source OS from IBM
Solaris Zones Only for Solaris and very outdated (2004)
iCore Virtual Accounts Not FLOSS, only Windows XP compatible
FreeBSD Jail Only available in FreeBSD1 and outdated (1998) [22]
lmctfy Not further developed. Meanwhile, Google cooperates with Docker
bocker Offers only some of Docker’s features, Docker is preferred
Containers / contain Offers only a limited feature set2

pflask Not production ready, version 0.2, limited feature set 3

Virtuozzo Not FLOSS, the commercial version of OpenVZ4

Nspawn Only very rudimentary set of features 5

Table A.1.: LCTs that Do Not Meet Basic Requirements

1See http://www.freebsd.org/doc/handbook/jails.html (accessed on 2015-Sept-16)
2See https://github.com/arachsys/containers (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)
3See http://ghedo.github.io/pflask/ (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)
4See http://openvz.org/Comparison and http://openvz.org/FAQ (accessed on 2015-Sept-22)
5See https://www.flockport.com/a-quick-look-at-systemd-nspawn-containers/ and
http://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd-nspawn.html (accessed on 2015-
Sept-22)
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B
Scripts

Dockerfile of Nginx for ARM:

1 # Pull base image
2 FROM resin/rpi−raspbian
3 MAINTAINER mathias−klaus.renner@stud.uni−bamberg.de
4

5 # Install nginx
6 RUN apt−get update && \
7 apt−get install −y nginx
8

9 # Forward request and error logs to docker log collector
10 RUN ln −sf /dev/stdout /var/log/nginx/access.log && \
11 ln −sf /dev/stderr /var/log/nginx/error.log
12

13 VOLUME ["/var/cache/nginx"]
14

15 EXPOSE 80 443
16

17 CMD ["nginx", "−g", "daemon off;"]

Code Listing B.1: Dockerfile of Nginx for ARM

Docker run command for Nginx:

1 docker run −p 80:80 −−name some−nginx4 −v /some/content:/var/www/html/ −d nginx

Code Listing B.2: Docker Run command for Nginx

Dockerfile of mySQL:
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1 # Pull base image
2 FROM resin/rpi−raspbian:wheezy
3 MAINTAINER mathias−klaus.renner@stud.uni−bamberg.de
4

5 # add our user and group first to make sure their IDs get assigned consistently , regardless
of whatever dependencies get added

6 RUN groupadd −r mysql && useradd −r −g mysql mysql
7

8 # FATAL ERROR: please install the following Perl modules before executing
/usr/local/mysql/scripts/mysql_install_db:

9 # File ::Basename
10 # File ::Copy
11 # Sys::Hostname
12 # Data::Dumper
13 RUN apt−get update && apt−get install −y perl −−no−install−recommends && rm −rf

/var/lib/apt/lists/∗
14

15 ENV MYSQL_VERSION 5.5
16

17 # the "/var/lib/mysql" stuff here is because the mysql−server postinst doesn’t have an
explicit way to disable the mysql_install_db codepath besides having a database
already "configured" (ie, stuff in /var/lib/mysql/mysql)

18 # also, we set debconf keys to make APT a little quieter
19 RUN { \
20 echo mysql−server mysql−server/data−dir select ’’; \
21 echo mysql−server mysql−server/root−pass password ’’; \
22 echo mysql−server mysql−server/re−root−pass password ’’; \
23 echo mysql−server mysql−server/remove−test−db select false; \
24 } | debconf−set−selections \
25 && apt−get update && apt−get install −y

mysql−server="${MYSQL_VERSION}"∗ && rm −rf /var/lib/apt/lists/∗ \
26 && rm −rf /var/lib/mysql && mkdir −p /var/lib/mysql && chown −R mysql:mysql

/var/lib/mysql
27

28 # comment out a few problematic configuration values
29 RUN sed −Ei ’s/^(bind−address|log)/#&/’ /etc/mysql/my.cnf
30

31 VOLUME /var/lib/mysql
32

33 COPY entrypoint.sh /
34 RUN chmod a+x /entrypoint.sh
35 ENTRYPOINT ["/entrypoint.sh"]
36

37 EXPOSE 3306
38 CMD ["mysqld"]
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Code Listing B.3: Dockerfile of mySQL for ARM

Docker run command for mySQL:

1 docker run −p 3306:3306 −−name mysql200 −e
MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=my−secret−pw −d mysql

Code Listing B.4: Docker Run Command for mySQL

How to setup the test environment using the script:

1

2 (1) Setup the test environment as shown in section 5.1.1 of the thesis . Boot the RPIs from
the SD card image version 0.5. Make sure that a DHCP server assigns IP addresses in
the LAN.

3 (2) Create a VLAN interface on your management machine, use VLAN tag 100.
4 (3) Do the following steps on each RPI:
5 (1) Login via SSH on a RPI. Use the user ’root’ and password ’hypriot’.
6 (2) Make sure that required Open vSwitch packages exist in the home directory,
7 i .e. "openvswitch−common_2.4.90−1_armhf.deb" and

"openvswitch−switch_2.4.90−1_armhf.deb"
8 These packages have been compiled and put on the CD delivered with this thesis.
9 (3) Source the file ’setup_iot_model.sh’ by executing ’source setup_iot_model.sh’

10 (4) Execute "iot−model−help" to see all available methods. Execute each of them in
the listed order.

11 Hereby, NB:
12 − The "ID" is the last octett of the RPIs IP address within the VLAN.
13 − After executing " configureinterfaces <ID of local device>", restart the RPI

and reconnect to its VLAN interface.
14 − The method ’configuregretunnel’ requires to be executed with all other RPIs as

remote ID parameter,
15 such that a mesh network is established.
16 (5) To check connectivity, ping the IP address of the docker0 bridge on the other

devices .
17 A successul ping induces that also any container on any of the devices can ping

one another.

Code Listing B.5: Documentation of How to Setup the Test Environment Using the Script

Setup script for OVS and Docker:

1 #!/bin/bash
2
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3 # Sets hostname for the RPI using the given ID
4 configureoccidentalis (){
5 echo "set hostname"
6 cat << EOM > /boot/occidentalis.txt
7 # hostname for your Hypriot Raspberry Pi:
8 hostname=iot−model−${1}
9

10 EOM
11 }
12

13 # Configures the VLAN interface
14 configureinterfaces (){
15 echo replace /etc/network/interfaces
16 # Create backup of existing config
17 mv /etc/network/interfaces /etc/network/interfaces.bak
18 cd /etc/network/ && ln −s interfaces.ovs interfaces
19 # Write configuration
20 cat << EOM > /etc/network/interfaces.ovs
21 # LOOP back
22 auto lo
23 iface lo inet loopback
24

25 # WIRE hotplug
26 #auto eth0
27 allow−hotplug eth0
28 iface eth0 inet manual
29

30 # virtual NICS
31 # failover via vlan ID 100
32 auto eth0.100
33 iface eth0.100 inet static
34 address 192.168.5.${1}
35 netmask 255.255.255.0
36 vlan−raw−device eth0
37

38 EOM
39 }
40

41 # Configure Docker and setup docker0 bridge manually
42 configuredocker(){
43 echo reconfigure docker
44 service docker stop
45 # Write appropriate configuration. Set MTU and range for IP addresses of containers

(fixed−cidr)
46 cat << EOM > /etc/default/docker
47 DOCKER_OPTS="−−storage−driver=overlay −D −H unix:///var/run/docker.sock

−b=docker0 −−fixed−cidr=172.17.${1}.0/24 −−mtu=1462"
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48

49 EOM
50 ip addr flush docker0
51 ip link del dev docker0
52 ip link add docker0 type bridge
53 ip addr add dev docker0 172.17.0.${1}/16
54 ip link set dev docker0 mtu 1462
55 service docker start
56 echo check docker
57 docker info
58 docker version
59 }
60

61 # Setup Open vSwich and its dependencies, vlan and bridge−utils
62 installrequirements (){
63 echo updating
64 apt−get update
65 echo upgrading
66 echo installing
67 apt−get install −y bridge−utils vlan
68 cd ~
69 echo " openvswitch"
70 dpkg −i openvswitch−common_2.4.90−1_armhf.deb
71 dpkg −i openvswitch−switch_2.4.90−1_armhf.deb
72 apt−get install −fy
73 }
74

75 # Basic configuration of OVS WITHOUT GRE tunnels
76 defaultconfigovs (){
77 echo setup openvswitch
78 ovs−vsctl show
79 ovs−vsctl add−br switch
80 ovs−vsctl add−port switch up−out −− set interface up−out type=patch −− set interface

up−out options:peer=up−phys
81 ovs−vsctl add−port switch cluster−out tag=300 −− set interface cluster−out type=patch

−− set interface cluster−out options:peer=cluster−phys
82 ovs−vsctl add−port switch eth0
83

84 echo setup uplink
85 ovs−vsctl add−br uplink
86 ovs−vsctl add−port uplink up−phys −− set interface up−phys type=patch −− set interface

up−phys options:peer=up−out
87

88 echo setup cluster
89 ovs−vsctl add−br cluster
90 ovs−vsctl add−port cluster cluster−phys −− set interface cluster−phys type=patch −− set

interface cluster−phys options:peer=cluster−out
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91

92 echo setup docker−gre
93 ovs−vsctl add−br docker−gre −− set bridge docker−gre stp_enable=true
94

95 }
96

97 # Assigns all required IP addresses, checks for STP and sets links up
98 configureips (){
99 echo config cluster

100 ip addr flush dev cluster
101 ip addr add dev cluster 192.168.7.${1}/24
102 ip link set dev cluster up
103

104 echo config uplink
105 ip addr flush dev eth0
106 ip addr flush dev uplink
107 dhclient −v uplink
108

109 echo config docker−gre and docker0
110 ip link set dev docker0 up
111 ip link set dev docker−gre master docker0
112 ip link set dev docker−gre up
113 brctl show
114

115 echo Check if STP is enabled
116 ovs−vsctl get bridge docker−gre stp_enable
117 ip a s docker0
118 ip a s docker−gre
119

120 }
121

122 checkconfiguration(){
123 ovs−vsctl get bridge docker−gre stp_enable
124 brctl show
125 ip a s
126 ovs−vsctl show
127 }
128

129 # Configures fallback VLAN interface
130 configurefallback (){
131 echo setup temporary fallback
132 ip link add link eth0 name fallback type vlan id 100
133 ip addr add dev fallback 192.168.5.${1}/24
134 ip link set dev fallback up
135 }
136

137 # Configures one GRE tunnel to cluster bridge on other RPI
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138 configuregretunnel(){
139 remotePI=$1
140 echo setup gre
141 ovs−vsctl add−port docker−gre gre$remotePI −− set interface gre$remotePI type=gre

options:remote_ip=192.168.7.$remotePI
142 }
143

144

145 iot−model−help(){
146 cat << HELP
147 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
148 Available methods and their parameters:
149 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
150

151 configureoccidentalis <choose ID of local device, e.g. ’1’>
152 configureinterfaces <provide ID of local device as set before>
153 configuredocker <ID of local device>
154 installrequirements
155 defaultconfigovs
156 configurefallback <ID of local device>
157 configureips <ID of local device>
158 configuregretunnel <ID of REMOTE device the tunnel is to connect to>
159

160 checkconfiguration
161

162 HELP
163 }
164

165 iot−model−help1

Code Listing B.6: Setup Script for OVS and Docker

Documentation of a Test with Docker Machine:

1 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 Docker Machine Test
3 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 − On the management device, download Docker Machine from blog.hypriot.com/download
5 − Follow instructions above the download link (renaming the downloaded binary)
6 − Execute ‘ssh−copy−id‘ onto the target RPI
7 − Follow instructions above the download link (create command)
8 − The create command shows errors. On target RPI, install the missing packages as shown in

the error messages
9 − On the management device, execute ‘./docker−machine env black−pearl‘

10 − Execute the presented commands as the output of the previous command
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11 − Now, any Docker command will be executed on the target RPI device.
12 − ‘docker pull ‘ an arbitrary Docker image and check on the remote RPI if the image exists

Code Listing B.7: Documentation of a Test with Docker Machine
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